
 

 

Feedback at Everest  

How do we assess at Everest?  

At Everest we believe that both summative and formative assessment play a crucial role in helping every child reach 

their full potential.  Questioning is a real strength of our teaching and we use this regularly to assess and develop 

students’ understanding.  We mark books once a half term but give verbal feedback in every lesson.  We believe that 

focussed, quality marking is of more benefit to our students.  Marking once a half term also gives us more time to 

plan outstanding lessons which engage and challenge our students. 

How often do I mark books?  How do I mark? 

We all use the FAR model (Feedback, Action, Response).  Across the school all teachers do one piece of FAR marking 

per half term per student.  However, each department adapts the model to get the best out of students in their 

subject.   

In essence, FAR marking is personalised, focussed and targeted marking on a specific piece of work.   

F = Feedback  A positive comment about the specific piece of work that has been produced with reference to the 
content and skills used.   

A = Action A personalised, focussed target on the specific piece of work. 

R = Response The student responds appropriately to the action; adds to the work, re-writes a section, answers 

questions, and the teacher acknowledges that response. 

What are Express targets? 

Each piece of FAR marking must also include an Express (literacy) target.   

Express targets are personalised literacy targets which develop students’ grammar, communication or vocabulary in 

that particular subject.  Progress towards this target is acknowledged when books are marked again the following half 

term. 

How often should I do formal assessments?  How do I record grades? 

Each department will have formal assessments built into schemes of work.  These tend to be at the end of term or at 

the end of a module.  Each department has an internal system for tracking progress. 

As a school, teachers must input a current attainment grade for each pupil each term on P-Track, which is our school 

online tracking system.  The attainment grade entered is based on the GCSE 1-9 grading system.  In order to award 

the grade, classwork and assessment performance are taken into account.   

A glossary of key terms used at Everest  

FAR marking FAR (Feedback, Action, Response) provides students 
with focussed, accurate and targeted marking which 
includes clear targets on how to improve a selected 
piece of work.   
 

Express  
 

A whole school approach to disciplinary literacy.  The 
objective is to equip students with the vocabulary and 



 

 

communication skills necessary to succeed in every 
subject.  Each student is given an Express (literacy) 
target when work is marked. 
 

Formative assessment In addition to half termly FAR marking teachers will use    
questioning and give verbal feedback to students each 
lesson. 
 

Summative assessment This is more formal assessment which all students in a 
year group will complete at the end of a term or 
module.  All departments will conduct at least three 
formal assessments across the academic year in Years 
7-10.  Teachers input data once each term for every 
student. 
 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


